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1 win and 5 nominations. Read more about the awards in the comic book series Fung Wan and directed by The Pang Brothers is the incredible story of two friends, Wind and Clouds, who find themselves against a very powerful warlord intending to invade their country. In order to protect their land, these two friends turn for help to the all-powerful master.
Thanks to extensive training Wind and Cloud expose themselves to evil ways to increase their element powers. When the intense battle begins, their friendship will be tested when it is difficult to be righteous and easy to be evil. Written by Elizabeth, Marketing Manager Plot Summary (en) Add Synopsis Action (en) Fantasy Movie Rating (MPAA) Grade PG-13
for sequences of stylized martial arts violence across View All Certificates Parents Guide: View Content Advisory Edit as Ekin Cheng and Kenny Ho played Hero Hua, protagonist of another Ma Wing-Shing comic. Cheng starred in the 1999 film, while Kenny Ho played the character in the 1990 television series. More on this there was no indication that Lord
Evil was fighting the Lord without God, nor that they had ever met before, but he was able to advise the Cloud of the Lord's weakness without God. Read more : User Reviews Edit Release Date: 17 December 2009 (Hong Kong) Read more Also known as: Fung wan II Read More Edit Budget: $22,000,000 (estimate) Total World Gross: $5,668,356 Read more
about IMDbPro Dolby Digital EX DTS-ES Aspect Ratio: 2.35 : 1 See full technical specification For other purposes, see Fung Wang (disambigation). Storm WarriorsTheer posterTraditional⾵雲IISimplified⻛云IIMandarinF'ng Jan ErCantoneseFung1 Wan4 Ji6 DirectorDanny PangOxide PangProduced by Danni PangAlvin LamCheung Hong TatScreenplay
byDanny PangOxide PangPang Pak-singTimax WongBased onFung Wanby Ma Wing-shingStarringAaron KwokEkin ChengNicholas TseCharlene ChoiSimon YamKenny HoMusic byRonald NgCinematographyDecha SrimantraEd byCurran Pangproductioncompany Universe EntertainmentSil-MetropoleChengtian EntertainmentDistributed byUniverse
Distribution Films Co. Ltd.Release Date December 10, 2009 (2009-1 111 minutesCountryHong KongLanguageCantoneseBox officeUS $5,668,356 'The Storm Warriors is a 2009 Hong Kong wuxia fantasy film produced and directed by the Pang Brothers. This is the second film adaptation of the film Fung Wang by the artist Ma Wing-Shing after the 1998 film
Storm Riders. Storm Warriors is based on the Fung Wang Japanese Invasion story arc of the Battle of Death. Ekin Cheng and Aaron Kwok respectively reprise their roles of wind and clouds, which this time turn out against the Lord Without God (Simon Yam), a ruthless Japanese warlord seeking to invade China. The film is a penny between Universe
Entertainment and the Sil-Metropole Organization. The Storm Riders sequel was announced in March 2008 after the universe received a Fung Wang's franchise from former movie distributor Golden Harvest. Pangs aimed to create a big-budget film featuring visual effects and stated that the Storm Warriors would not be a direct sequel to its 1998
predecessor. The main photo for The Storm Warriors began in April 2008 and ended in July; Filming took place in three studios located in Bangkok, Thailand. The film is notable for being the first Chinese-language film shot on a blue screen. During post-production, effects artists worked on scenes involving computer images, focusing on film settings and
backgrounds. The Storm Warriors were released theatrically in Hong Kong on December 10, 2009. The summary to the subject of this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (December 2009) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) Angry Japanese warlord
Lord Without God wants to conquer China. He threatens the general in surrender, takes the emperor prisoner and conquers a large number of martial arts masters, using his special poison. Among the captives are Cloud, who surrendered because of his concern for Chu Chu, and the martial arts legend Unnamed. The Lord Without God gives them two
choices, they can either surrender and work under his guidance, or they will be executed. None of the masters accepts this offer. The unnamed then breaks out of his chains, showing that the Ghost Tiger, the Assistant Of the Unnamed has crept in early to give all the masters an antidote to the poison. The cloud and wind of the earth directly strikes the Lord
Without God without any noticeable effect, and even if several other martial arts masters combine their powers to attack the Lord without God, they lose the contest of power and kill. The nameless uses his special attack on the Lord Without God, using his chi to launch the swords of all captured masters on the Lord Without God, the Lord Without God takes
the attack with his head and blocks all swords, while the Nameless suffers serious internal trauma because he overextends until he fully recovers from the poison. Some other martial artists raid prisons on horseback and unnamed, Cloud, Wind and Chu Chu manages to escape, while the Lord Without God sends his son, Heartless and two lieutenants, Earth
and Sky, after unnamed with the army, with orders to destroy any martial arts school along the way, which will not give up. The unnamed is severely wounded and will not be able to regain his strength to fight the Lord Without God for a considerable period of time, so he sends Cloud and Wind to find Piggy King's older brother, Lord Wicked, who is the only
person who can fight the Lord Without God now. They go to the mountain, where he hid from the outside world, but unsuccessfully persuade him to help until the lover of Winds Second Dream and help convince Lord Wicked. Lord Wicked is out his cave, showing that he had cut off his hands years ago. It was his attempt to stop the murder. people because
he lost control of himself in his youth, practicing the evil kung fu. He kicks some pebbles on the cloud and wind to check how they react, the cloud crushes the pebble completely while the wind catches them only intact. Lord Angry argues that Cloud is too aggressive and will not be able to cope with learning in an evil way, while The Wind has more control and
can return to normal life. Lord Wicked then begins learning the Wind in evil arts while cloud is summoned to meet the Nameless in the Lin Yi Temple Temple Cloud fights a disguised Name, who claims that Cloud has enormous potential, is able to accurately study his styles in a short time, and teaches him, eventually creating a new style of sword that is
nameless named Ba. inventing a new character that resembles the characters Clouds and Sword. The Lord Without God discovers where the unnamed, Wind and Cloud are hiding and sends the Earth and Heaven to kill the Unnamed, sending several warriors after the Wind. In the temple, Cloud easily defeats the Earth and heaven with one stroke, but when
Lord Angry and others fight the warriors sent by the Lord Without God, the Second Dream is wounded, and the Wind interrupts his training to get out of the cave and save it, killing the warriors in the process. After that, he leaves with an unfinished training, despite the fact that he has not yet managed to leave the pool. The cloud arrives to find the Wind gone,
and Lord Wicked sends the Cloud after Lord Without God as he tries to find the tomb of a dragon that contains a secret that deals with the fate of China. Lord Without God, meanwhile, took the emperor and his family hostage and sought the Tomb of the Dragon. The Emperor refuses to help him, but the heartless is able to figure out which way to the tomb is
correct with the help of his chi, which caused a massive wind when he chose the right passage. Once at the end of the journey, Heartless begins to threaten the emperor for more information about the Tomb of the Dragon, but as he refuses to say, the heartless begins to kill his wives and sons. The cloud arrives, and the guards who were the Imperial Guard
who were forced to surrender, move to the other side instantly and pull the emperor out of harm's way. Cloud and heartless exchanges of blows, heartless retreats after the first exchange, and Cloud and Lord Without God begins to struggle, Cloud initially has the advantage, but is unable to injure the Lord Without God because of his almost invincible armor.
In battle, a pile of stones is blown away, opening the entrance to the real tomb of the dragon, which contains a human skeleton sitting upright. The Lord Without God almost kills Cloud in another exchange of blows, but The Wind, who was completely obsessed with evil art, arrives and fights the first Lord of the Headless, then the Cloud, and then both of them,
eventually killing lord Without God, cutting off his hand from the bottom of his armor, which was not so good and the theft of the Dragon's Bones, the secret of the tomb. Like a cloud cloud After the Wind, the Emperor asks the Cloud to get the Dragon Bone as it is crucial to the fate of China. The second Son eventually finds the Wind in a secret place, which
she wrote to him in a letter, but the Wind just sits there with minimal response, and eventually the Emperor's guards arrive to try to take the Dragon Bone back. However, as the general fights with the second dream for the dragon bone, the heartless one who escaped from the previous battle grabs the bone and badly injures the general as a general and the
heartless fight for the bones, he breaks in two and the wind gets completely taken over by the evil spirit again. The cloud arrives and the wind fights to try to bring it back, but fails as the wind eventually wounds the Second Dream and also kills Chu Chu. In the final gambit, Cloud throws the sword into the wind, cutting it on his forehead, and the Wind
miraculously regains control. The side of the cliff took serious damage in battle, however, and the large section collapsed, causing the wind and second dream (which is suitable to check on her beloved) to fall off a cliff. The cloud is not in the section of the rock that is collapsing. However, the cloud jumps off a cliff as well, manages to fall faster than the wind
and second dream, and exerts strength by using its cloud palm technique to push the wind and the second dream back to safety. At the same time Cloud falls into the depths, but there is no scene of his death. Sitting safe on a stable part of the cliff, Wind laments why Cloud didn't kill him earlier when Cloud had a chance. The film ends suddenly at this stage.
Main article starring: The list of characters of Fung Wan Aaron Kwok reprises his role as Striding Cloud, an unruly fist who is wanted by the Chinese emperor. He is kidnapped by a villain, Lord Without God and inadvertently reveals a secret plan without God to invade China. Kwok was thrilled with the action in the sequel to The Storm Riders, despite realising
how difficult the filming process would be. He was preparing for the role, exercising and weight training. On the first day of filming, Kwok was wounded in front of many reporters who were covering the attack, but he was not seriously injured. Kwok described Cloud as a very complex character, and people will see his more advanced version here. He's more
mature this time, and more human too. You see him as a real human character, not just a comic character. Ekin Cheng plays the role of The Whisper of the Wind, a kind-hearted and trustworthy scarecahist. He is willing to sacrifice himself to save the life of his friend Cloud. He goes down the path of evil to improve his martial arts skills in no time to get rid of
Japanese invaders. Cheng reprises his role from the first film and decided to grow his former long hair extension. He was thrilled with reprising his role and never thought he would be able to reprise his role after appearing in the first film: I've always loved Especially when read the comics. I wanted to make a fung wan movie even before Storm Riders was
made. I never thought I'd be able to do it again 10 years from now! Simon Yam as Lord Bezgosovsky, an evil warlord from Japan who wants to invade China. He captures and imprisons a large group of fists, including the Chinese emperor. The character is based on the comic book series Japanese Invasion Story Arc, Battle of Death. During filming, Yam
encountered physical difficulties on set. It was supposed to perform with a blue and green screen, and was dealing with a high-temperature set: I've been acting for years, I think this is the only time I've had to change ten pairs of underwear a day. Every day I was soaked. During filming I lost five pounds. Yam expressed that he had convulsions at the
beginning of the shooting. To replenish his energy, he had to drink salt water. Charlene Choi in The Second Dream, the only daughter of the martial arts legend King Broadsworth. She is well trained in the use of broadsword as a child and inherits her father's great skills. She helps the Wind when Cloud is kidnapped by Lord Without God. The Storm Warriors
celebrates Choi and Ekin Cheng's fifth feature film collaboration as actors: He and I played lovers, couples, friends and siblings. Although we have played amateurs many times before, this time felt very fresh, perhaps because of the costume and comic book background . Nicolas Jie is a heartless, eldest son and competent assistant to the Lord Without God.
Tiffany Tang as Chu Chu, daughter of Kirin Armagh, who accompanied Cloud on his nomadic journey. Tang replaces Shu Chi, who played Chu Chu in the first film. Kenny Ho as an unnamed, martial arts legend who is considered the Lord's greatest enemy without a god. He pins his hopes on the Wind and the Cloud to save the world. Lam Vanity as Piggy
King, an ugly and female-forming scarep who likes to fool around. He is entrusted with the Nameless Lead the Wind and cloud to the Lord Wicked. Kenny Wong as Lord Wicked, senior from Piggy King. He is a recluse and famous martial artist who broke his hands to free himself from evil power. Wind and cloud ask for help to improve your skills. Patrick Tam
- Chinese emperor, who was kidnapped by Lord Without God. The storm warriors production is based on manhua Fung Wan by artist Ma Wing-Shing, a comic book series created in 1984. The film is directed by Oxid Pang and his brother Danny Pang, who was co-editor of the 1998 film The Storm Riders. The film was made as part of The Ten-Year-Old Film
Pangs with Universe Entertainment. The sequel to the 1998 film was first announced in March 2008. Movie distributor Universe Entertainment received the rights to produce the film from Golden Harvest after the expiration of ten years of production rights of the last company to the franchise Fung Wan. The film is based on The Story of Fung Wang's
Japanese Invasion arc Battle of Death, which follows the Wind and cloud as they fight against Warlord. The Pangs stated that The Storm Warriors is not a direct sequel to The Storm Riders, but rather a standalone film with a separate storyline. In April 2008, it was announced that Pangs had changed the title of the film from The Storm Riders II to The Storm
Warriors to avoid copyright conflicts. The name change was made to spearhead any potential copyright disputes with the current comic book license holder, who is no longer affiliated with the film's financiers. Casting Ma Wing-shin was very concerned about the casting of the film. He was particularly adamant Aaron Kwok and Ekin Cheng were reprising their
respective roles. Ma also noted that actors may be too old for a movie. He commented on the actors and their roles: My concept of Cloud was someone with a tortured soul, and Aaron recalls the actual comic Cloud more today than he did 11 years ago. He is less of a child face, and looks more mature and courageous now... As for Ekin, he was more
carefree in the first film, but it will be more challenging for him this time because he has to turn evil . Filming Aaron Kwok and Ekin Cheng, as well as the Pang brothers, executive producer Daniel Lam and the film's film crew celebrated the film's production with a traditional Thai blessing ceremony. Filming for Storm Warriors began in April 2008 and ended in
July 2008. The main photograph of the film took place entirely in three studios occupying 60,000 square feet (5,600 m2) in the Pak Gret area of Bangkok. The filming consisted mainly of a Thai film crew, as Panghi decided to make a film in Thailand, not in his native Hong Kong: We wanted to make the whole film... because we trust them, and because it's
probably cheaper than shooting in Hong Kong, although we have to fly in some props and costumes. Media representatives and film distributors across Asia were invited to visit the filming site. They were also invited to watch a scene of fights between lead actors Ekin Cheng and Aaron Kwok as it was filmed. The design and effects of Visual Effects for the
film was produced by Fat Face Productions, which has been a leader in digital effects work for the Asian region with past credits that include Warlords, and Kung Fu Hustle. Storm Warriors is notable for being the first Chinese-language film to be shot entirely on a blue screen and custom-made. The Pangs intended to give their film a similar look to that of the
2007 American film 300. Pangs decided not to shoot the film entirely on the blue screen, as it would go over budgets and destroy the appearance of the film. Oxide Pang commented on the look of the film: We decided to make it more realistic, and less like a comic book, but you immediately know that this is a movie made from a comic book, just looking in the
background. During the post-production, more than 1000 CGI shots featuring the film's setting and background were for the movie. The Storm Warriors were released theatrically in Hong Kong and Australia on December 10, 2009. Marketing Ma Wing-Shin created a hand-drawn poster for The Storm Warriors for the Hong Kong Convention on Animation and
Comics in July 2009. Later, Universe Entertainment created a live version of Ma's poster. The film premiered on June 17, 2009 on the film's official website and in theaters. The film's official website was launched in Beijing on August 3, 2009. Awards and Nominations Awards and Nominations Ceremony Ceremony Recipient Result 29th Hong Kong Film
Awards Best Feature Direction Yee Chung-Man, Lau Man-Hang nominated Best Costume Makeup Design Yee Chung-Man, Dora Ng Nomination Best Action Choreography Ma Yuk-Sing Nomination Best Sound Design Ken Wong, Phyllis Cheng, Lam Syu-yu Nominated Best Visual Effects Ng Yuen-fai, Hour Chow, Tam Kai-Kwan Won See Also Storm
Riders Storm Rider Clash of The Wind Received on December 14, 2009. The official website of the Storm Warriors. Archive from the original on May 17, 2011. Received on December 16, 2008. b c d Chang, Michael (September 8, 2008). Reversal roles in Storm Warriors. Star-ecentral.com. received on August 21, 2009. Italian or bold markings are not
allowed in: Publisher (help) HKSAR Film No Top 10 Box Office: 2009.12.09 STORM WARRIORS PREMIERE. HKSAR Movie No Top 10 Box Office. December 8, 2009. Received on December 9, 2009. HKSAR NO TOP 10 BOX Office: 2009.12.04 BY CHARLENE CHOI AND EKIN CHENG: ROMANCE IN A DIFFERENT WORLD. HKSAR Movie No Top 10
Box Office. Received on December 14, 2009. Michael Chang (September 8, 2008). Fung blows hot and cold. Star-ecentral.com. received on August 21, 2009. The Pang brothers sign a 10-year contract with Universe - Asia Entertainment News from Variety. Variety Asia Online. Received on August 7, 2009. The MovieBuff: 'Storm Riders 2' is coming. movie-
buff. Received on December 10, 2009. ekinpedia@wiki - Storm Warriors. 1. Aswiki. Archive from the original on June 18, 2009. Received on August 21, 2009. Storm Riders 2, to be unleashed in 2009 - News -- Alivenotdead.com on March 20, 2008. Archive from the original on May 24, 2011. Received on August 21, 2009. Mark Pollard (May 21, 2008). 'Storm
Riders 2' tops the HK digital effects boom. Kungfucinema. Archive from the original on January 12, 2009. Received on August 21, 2009. - NJMedia (May 26, 2008). Storm Riders 2 is currently the Storm Warriors. Screen-power.com archive from the original on August 30, 2009. Received on August 21, 2009. Storm Warriors hits Malaysian cinema in December
- 88news. 88news.net october 26, 2009. Archive from the original on October 29, 2009. Received on December 10, 2009. - CRI (June 26, 2008). Digital effects highlight Storm Warriors. China Daily. Received on August 21, 2009. Wise Thai Film Magazine: Storm Riders II, Street Fighter shooting it in Bangkok. Thaifilmjournal.blogspot.com. received on August
21, 2009. The MovieBuff: 'Storm Riders 2' is coming. The-Moviebuff.blogspot.com. received on August 21, 2009. Italian or bold markings are not allowed in: Publisher (help) Martin, Peter (March 19, 2008). Hong Kong Filmart: Storm Riders II, Western Rain, Restored Shanghai - Cinematic. Cinematic. Received on August 21, 2009. Storm Warriors - CGI
Before and After Photos - Exclusive. CineAsia. November 29, 2009. Archive from the original on January 8, 2010. Received on December 10, 2009. - on May 17, 2011 on the official Wayback Machine website The Storm Warriors: Storm Warriors for Australia: December 10. CineAsia. November 22, 2009. Archive from the original on December 12, 2009.
Received on December 10, 2009. HKSAR No Top 10 Box Office: 2009.07.31 STORM WARRIORS POSTER. HKSAR Movie No Top 10 Box Office. July 30, 2009. Received on December 9, 2009. HKSAR No Top 10 Box Office: 2009.06.18 STORM WARRIORS TRAILER ARRIVES. HKSAR Movie No Top 10 Box Office. June 17, 2009. Received on
December 9, 2009. Storm Warriors II launches a website. 888news.net august 3, 2009. Archive from the original on August 5, 2009. Received on December 10, 2009. External links to the Storm Warriors' official website on IMDb Storm Warriors reviews for spcnet.tv extracted from the storm warriors movie in hindi 480p. the storm warriors full movie in hindi
download 480p. the storm warriors movie download in hindi 480p. the storm warriors 2 full movie in hindi download 480p
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